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I will never forget Grandma Mary’s 85th Birthday in 2009.  We went to our family’s favourite 
restaurant to eat dinner together, four generations around a single, long table.  You could hear the 
clanking of glasses after poetic toasts to Grandma, smiles on everyone’s face, life could not have 
been any better.  In the middle of our main course my mom noticed Grandma became 
unresponsive.  My wife leaped out her chair and began administering first aid to Grandma.  I 
called 911 emergency, minutes later the paramedics arrived and took Grandma away on a 
stretcher. Upon arrival at the hospital, emergency physicians performed a series of diagnostic 
tests.  A neurologist informed us that Grandma had suffered a stroke, but there was hope. A clot-
busting drug was administered and literally brought Grandma back to life.   

Before being discharged from hospital, Grandma was diagnosed with vascular dementia.  
She was no longer able to live independently.  At first, we tried 24 hour home care with daily 
visits from her family, however, as the weeks progressed this living option became increasingly 
difficult to manage.  

Our family made the decision to move her into an assisted-living facility and eventually 
as her dementia progressed, she moved into a nursing home.  She like one in three people over 
85 years of age, will require care during their old age, that is one third of you in this audience 
will end up in a nursing home.  At the same time, one in three people over 85 will be caring for 
that person in care.  The remaining third of the population over 85 never experiences life inside a 
nursing home. There was a time when this third were the lucky ones.  But what if a revolution in 
seniors care created a future where the lucky ones are those who live in care homes?  

When I would visit Grandma, she spent most of her time sitting alone in her room.  I would 
knock on her bedroom door.  “Grandma it’s your Grandson, your favourite Grandson.”  She 
would say “it’s good to see you, Danny, my only Grandson”, I asked her about her day.  She 
would reply how well she is treated by the staff; how she spent most of her day reclining and 
watching television; and how she enjoys the company of the other seniors especially one of the 
gentleman who lived in assisted living and visited her often in the privacy of her own bedroom, 
think, fifty shades of grey hair.     

Because I was 40 years old and 45 years away from my 85th birthday, I wanted to know 
what it was like to live in a nursing home.  I would ask her, what time she wakes up and what her 
morning routine is like.  She would say that she appreciates the support the care staff provide, 
her helping her get out of bed, toileting; getting dressed and grooming; and then being portered 
to the main lounge to wait for the dining room to open up for breakfast at eight A.M.  I asked her 
if she could choose to sleep in and wake up when she wants to and have breakfast made to order 
or her choice, or could we improve her care in any way? She replied back that she was content 
with her lot. Grandma was like many seniors in nursing homes unable to make the changes that 
would create better quality of life of a life worth living. 
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She would smile and say “why are you asking me all these questions?”  By all accounts 
of her family, Grandma was lonely, helpless and bored.  I thought to myself, despite being a 
gerontologist since 1994 and running an aged care community for the  two decades since 1994 
there was very little I could do to change the way my own Grandma was experiencing her aging 
journey. 

But elder care wasn’t always this good.  

This was the very same nursing home where Grandma Mary’s dad Grandpa Abe had lived.  I 
remember visiting Grandpa Abe who had been diagnosed with Alzheimer Disease.  He like 
thousands of other residents in nursing homes of the time were subjected to archaic living 
conditions mainly visible in the use of physical restraints like lap belts and elastic ropes that 
tethered seniors to anchors, like characters in Looney Toon cartoons, not like the humans they 
were.  

The movement to reform the nursing home has its roots in the 1987 Nursing Home 
Reform Act, which declared that residents of long-term care have the right to be free from abuse 
or neglect caused often from physical restraints, and chemical restraints. Where once seniors 
were routinely restrained, the legislative reforms ushered in a movement within the nursing home 
industry has tried a variety of strategies to treat elders like people.  
And so Grandpa spent most of his days confined to a wheelchair living in what used to be a 
hospital-style nursing home where he was disengaged from the world around him because of a 
culture of warehousing seniors, except when his children including Grandma Mary would visit 
when they treated him like a person, like family, like Grandpa Abe.  I imagined like other 
nursing home residents across the country, had Grandpa Abe had been given medication to 
restrain his undesirable behavior?  

His unwelcomed behaviors were manifestations of Alzheimer Disease. The impact of his 
memory impairment no longer enabled him to reminisce about his own history; his experiences 
in Russian revolution and Rasputin or how he immigrated to Canada on a steamship across the 
Atlantic or how he would entertain us at family events by doing head stands.  

No longer able to walk, no longer able to feed himself, he no longer recognized his 
family members.  Regardless, during those visits is was as if his family’s presence pulled him 
away from his institutionalized reality and gave him a purpose for living – a life worth living.  
 
While Grandpa Abe lived in a nursing home, I studied psychology at the University of British 
Columbia in 1988 because I didn’t want any more people to suffer like my Grandpa did in senior 
care.  I remember reading a research paper where two psychologists, Ellen Langer and Judith 
Rodin, investigated the effects of choice and enhanced personal responsibility for the aged in a 
nursing home in the care of a plant. It was a ground-breaking research study on the impact of 
loneliness on seniors.  In the 1976 study, they selected two floors of a nursing home. One group 
was told the staff was there to help them. Despite the care, 71% got worse in comorbidity quality 
indicators in only 3 weeks. In the other floor where they were encouraged to make decisions for 
themselves, 93% of the residents actually improved their quality of life. They were more active 
and happier. They were more mentally alert and more engaged in activities. 
 
That is, the ability to sustain a sense of personal control in old age may be greatly influenced by 
societal factors, and this in turn may affect one's physical health, more successful aging -- occurs 
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when an individual feels a sense of usefulness and purpose.  A feeling of helplessness may 
contribute to psychological withdrawal, disease, and death.  
 
They opened up the imagination of me, a first-year undergraduate student, to what a difference a 
simple intervention could make in the life of people isolated through physical or mental health 
challenges that were no fault of their own. 
 
Knowing that something could be done about the way seniors experience the aging journey, 
inspired me to become a gerontologist and create a better reality for the elderly.  The traditional 
old institution that Grandpa Abe lived in was transforming in many ways by the time Grandma 
Mary moved in and that revolution in care has only sped up as the aged-care system evolves into 
a place that each of us has a one in three chance of living in if we live to be 85 years.  And 
looking at current demographic trends, the average life expectancy is increasing and the 
likelihood of dependency in old age is also increasing.  A short drive west of Matera situated on 
the coast is the town of Acciaroli which has a disproportionately high number of centenarians of 
its population of 2,000, 300 people have hit the 100 year old mark.  Scientist are studying the 
aging process to learn the secret to a long life.  While healthy living lifestyles along with the 
longevity industry reshaping society, one thing is for certain. The longevity revolution will leave 
behind a lasting legacy that will be gifted to future generations who will surely live beyond the 
current life expectancy toward 100 and eventually stretch the life span beyond 120. 

The good news is that the aged care industry is changing dramatically around the globe.  Even 
better, it’s a simple shift that is at the forefront of this revolution. Nursing homes are being 
replaced with centres of living.  Centres of living are designed as small households where a 
dozen people live together, they eat around a large dining room table, with an open kitchen and 
access to food 24/7, which sounds less like a warehouse, less like an hospital, and more like a 
home to me.  The seniors living in these small homes choose what they want to do and when 
they want to do it.   As you look around this new design model, there are no distinguishing 
features that tell you this is a nursing home. People feel like they moved homes.  Gone are all the 
institutional characteristics: there is no central nursing station and no long corridors as those in a 
traditional nursing home.  No sterile looking shiny floors reflecting the fluorescent tube lighting 
above. Staff dressed in hospital scrubs do not rush residents to a main dining room to make it to a 
meal on time. This revolutionary model is disrupting the aged care sector and in some markets 
like Zurich, Switzerland where Almacasa is invited by community groups to build small 
household centres in their neighborhoods.  As a result, the traditional old age institutions are 
experiencing lower levels of occupancy. Those same traditional old-age institutions are 
reinventing themselves as small home design or closing down.     

We are seeing homes for the aged being built in the middle of residential neighbourhoods 
becoming a community hub not just for seniors but for middle aged adults, young adults and 
children.  These vibrant town centres are complete with community amenities, like libraries, 
pool, restaurants, child care, schools, and senior wellness centres.   

We have all heard about the university in the Netherlands where students dorms were 
oversubscribed and the neighbouring home for the aged had vacancy and invited students to 
move in and become actively engaged in the this newly invented multigenerational community.  
This movement has legs and has popped up around Europe where apartment buildings are built 
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across a greenway from the senior’s home and families become volunteers supporting seniors 
while their kids adopt a senior as a grandparent. 

The more famous dementia village a short train ride outside of Amsterdam turned the nursing 
home upside down with its small house concept of six people living in a household with 
walkable access to a complete village within a secured perimeter.  The most innovative aspect of 
this community is the general store where seniors accompanied by a caregiver shop each day for 
the household groceries and supplies.  The food items becomes lunch, dinner and breakfast the 
next morning.  The supplies become incontinent products and other clinical supplies.  These 
seniors most of whom have advanced dementia are experiencing industry leading aged care a 
generation ahead of its time. 

Across the Pacific Ocean, in Tokyo Japan, ten centenarians with dementia live together in a 
group home where their daily choices include a minimum: 1,500 calories, 1.5 Litres of their 
favourite beverage, walking exercises, and meaningful activities.  Seniors are toilet retrained and 
no longer use incontinence pads, saving money while improving dignity, self-esteem and quality 
of life.  Physiotherapists mobilize seniors out of their wheelchairs who walk with assistive 
mobility aides. 

It is all about aging at home in your community.In Belgium, Foton, a charity dedicated to 
promoting specialized dementia care, support and awareness across Bruges – a city with a 
population of 116,000 in which 2,000 people have the condition, two-thirds of whom live in 
the community.A key strategy to facilitate the inclusion of older persons is to make our world 
more age and dementia friendly. An age and dementia friendly world enables people of all 
ages to actively participate their community and feel understood, valued and treats everyone 
with respect, regardless of their age.  

The Village Movement is an offshoot of the sharing economy, hundreds of online virtual villages 
are popping up all over the United States with more on the drawing boards, as baby boomers 
begin gravitating to them. These villages are low-cost ways to age in place and delay going to 
assisted living facilities. The core of these villages is concierge like service referrals to 
household repair services, yardwork, picking up prescriptions or taking members shopping or to 
the doctor and sometimes even personal trainers.   

Another innovative living option is –senior cohousing which is a neighbourhood focused on aging 
well in community. Residents design and manage senior cohousing themselves relying on 
neighbourly mutual support (co-care) and a resident caregiver they hire as needed. Communities are 
designed for physical accessibility as well as financial, environmental, and social sustainability. 

We’ve come a long from how my Grandpa Abe was treated. Even from how my Grandma Mary 
was treated. And hopefully by the time I’m in retirement home celebrating my 85th birthday with 
one third of you, ha, ha, there will be another nineteen year old in university thinking of ways to 
continue the revolution in senior care.  Gracie Mille! 


